
 

“The into.care® application guides me with ease 
through my daily tasks and allows me to quickly follow 
up on a resident. It’s my digital assistant that 
takes away the administrative hassle and lets 

me focus on my job: taking care.”

Senior Living Group, an organisation 
with 120+ care homes and 8000+ staff in Belgium, was looking for a flexible 
and integrated solution that could help them reduce manual reporting, 
streamline staff training and reduce paperwork. Unfortunately outdated care 
software fails to meet the growing demands in elderly care. To enable high-
standard qualitative care, Senior Living Group needed a solution that’s easy 
to use, protects confidential information and works every time. 
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Christel Vlaeminck & Wendy Vleugels

Head Nurses at Kasteelhof 

(part of Senior Living Group)

Kasteelhof, one of Senior Living 
Group’s 120+ care residencies, was 
using a mix of paperwork and 
outdated software to run their care 
process.  

The problem: long training times, 
inaccurate and unsecured data and 
piles of administration.

into.care  aims to support care 
workers throughout their day. This is 
the story of Senior Living Group, 
Belgium’s leading elderly care 
organization.
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Administration  
- 66%

Training & 
Briefing time  

Care to know how we can help 
improving the workflow for your 

care team? 

Get in touch via hi@into.care

When arriving at Kasteelhof, Christel and Wendy were skeptical about 
introducing a new solution to solve the administrative pile and improve 
their workflow. Understandably: they were working on ancient server-
based software, which forced them to adapt to the software, instead of the 
other way around. 

In a two day roll-out period, we launched the portal and set up the care 
plan for all residents together with Wendy and Christel. Every staff 
member (ca. 25 people) got a training on their app. (ca. 15 minutes). 

Mobile-first became a blessing in stead of a curse and increased the care 
workflow at Kasteelhof. According to Christel and her team, they “wouldn’t 
change back for any money in the world.“

The introduction of into.care® helped to decrease training & briefing time 
up to 90% and decreased administration with up to 66%. In-app 
communication with our service desk allows to follow up closely and 
support the care team throughout their workday. 


